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CLASSICAL STUDIES
AT UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS

University of Michigan Press is an award-winning publisher of books aligned with key strengths of the University, and an integral part of Michigan Publishing—the hub of scholarly publishing at the University of Michigan and part of its dynamic and innovative University Library. We present here books from our lists in Classical Philology and Archaeology, and Ancient History. We offer books designed for classroom use, especially language pedagogy, scholarly monographs, reference works, and titles of more general interest. We have a deep backlist across many series, including the Thomas Spencer Jerome Lectures, the newly revived P.Mich. series, and our new partners the American Society of Papyrologists. Kindly send manuscript queries to Executive Editor Dr. Ellen Bauerle (bauerle@umich.edu).

OUR COMMITMENT TO EQUITY, JUSTICE, AND INCLUSION

University of Michigan Press seeks to increase the participation of Black, indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) in our publishing as authors, domain experts, and selectors. We are also committed to making our publications and electronic media more accessible. We recognize that current systems exclude authors and readers from our publishing work and continually strive to improve our products and processes. Learn more at press.umich.edu/about.

SERIES ABBREVIATIONS

ASP - American Studies in Papyrology
CKEMW - Cultures of Knowledge in the Early Modern World
KDAW - Key Dates in the Ancient World
LSAW - Law and Society in the Ancient World
MAAR - Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome
MCC - Michigan Classical Commentaries
MP - Michigan Papyri
NTAC - New Texts from Ancient Cultures
PMAAR - Papers and Monographs of the American Academy in Rome
SHSCC - Societas: Historical Studies in Classical Culture
SMAAR - Supplements to the Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome
TSJS - Thomas Spencer Jerome Series
NEW AND NOTABLE

Professor Larissa Bonfante’s great gift is the ability to evoke in a fresh, immediate, and convincing way the experiences, beliefs, and thoughts of people living more than two thousand years ago.

Images and Translations
The Etruscans Abroad
Larissa Bonfante

A lively journey to meet the Etruscans, one of Europe’s most enigmatic societies, by world-renowned archaeologist Larissa Bonfante

Images and Translations: The Etruscans Abroad communicates the sensations of other times and places, from the day to day to the solemnly ritualistic. The world of the Etruscans, sophisticated and pleasure-loving, radiated throughout a vast area of the ancient world. Starting from works of art created by individuals of ages very different from our own, Bonfante examined the expertise and production of the artists and artisans who made them, the tastes of those who used them, and the sometimes surprising results of the exchanges between creators and buyers. Just as the French demand for Chinese ceramics in the seventeenth century gave birth to the unprecedented famille colors, so the production of Greek ceramics for the Etruscan market produced singularly expressive depictions. Humorous, pious, or erotic to the buyers, they could be shocking to the culture who made them. Images and Translations explores areas in much closer economic and cultural contact than is usually recognized. Following traces and transformations, this book finds threads of connection not only between Italy and Greece, but between Italy and northern Europe—today’s France and Germany—as well as between Italy and the Near East. Etruscan influence runs through Western history, into the Renaissance, and emerges in imagery still evocative today.

Larissa Bonfante was Professor of Classics Emerita at New York University.

7 x 10. 456pp. 238 illustrations, 8 maps, 20 plates.
Thomas Spencer Jerome Lectures
Hardcover May 2023
978-0-472-13197-6
$65.00
Accustomed to Obedience?

Classical Ionia and the Aegean World, 480–294 BCE

Joshua P. Nudell

A dedicated study of Classical Ionia

Many histories of Ancient Greece center their stories on Athens, but what would that history look like if they didn’t? There is another way to tell this story, one that situates Greek history in terms of the relationships between smaller Greek cities and in contact with the wider Mediterranean. In this book, author Joshua P. Nudell offers a new history of the period from the Persian wars to wars that followed the death of Alexander the Great, from the perspective of Ionia. While recent scholarship has increasingly treated Greece through the lenses of regional, polis, and local interaction, there has not yet been a dedicated study of Classical Ionia. This book fills this clear gap in the literature while offering Ionia as a prism through which to better understand Classical Greece.

Joshua P. Nudell is Assistant Professor of History at Truman State University.

---

Tales of Dionysus

The Dionysiaca of Nonnus of Panopolis

Edited by William Levitan and Stanley Lombardo

The first English verse translation of the Dionysiaca of Nonnus of Panopolis

Tales of Dionysus brings together forty-two translators from a wide range of backgrounds, with different experiences and different potential relationships to the text of Nonnus’ poem. All work in their own styles and with their own individual approaches to the poem, to translation, and to poetic form. This variety turns Tales of Dionysus into a showcase of the multiple possibilities open to classical translation in the contemporary world.

William Levitan is Professor of Classics Emeritus at Grand Valley State University. Stanley Lombardo is Professor Emeritus of Classics at The University of Kansas.

---

NEW AND NOTABLE
Comparing Roman Hellenisms in Italy
Edited by Basil Dufallo and Riemer A. Faber

Examines in detail the local, historical, and material circumstances that distinguish different types of Roman Hellenism

The story of Roman Hellenism begins not with Roman incursions into the Greek mainland, but in Italy, where our most plentiful surviving evidence is concentrated. Think of the architecture of the Roman capital, the Campanian towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum buried by Vesuvius, and the Hellenic culture of the Etruscans. Perhaps “everybody knows” that Rome adapted Greek culture in a steadily more “sophisticated” way as its prosperity and might increased. This volume, however, argues that the assumption of smooth continuity, let alone steady “improvement,” in any aspect of Roman Hellenism can blind us to important aspects of what Roman Hellenism really is and how it functions in a given context.

Basil Dufallo is Professor of Greek and Latin at the University of Michigan. Riemer A. Faber is Professor of Classical Studies at the University of Waterloo.

The Greco-Egyptian Magical Formularies
Libraries, Books, and Individual Recipes
Edited by Christopher A. Faraone and Sofía Torallas Tovar

Essays on the magical handbooks of Greco-Roman Egypt

This book presents a series of essays by scholars who have edited and translated various magical handbooks that were inscribed in the Roman period in the Greek or Egyptian languages. For the first time, the material remains of these papyrus rolls and codices are closely examined, revealing important information about the production of books in Egypt and the scribal culture in which they were produced. Especially important for historians of the book and the Christian Bible are new insights in the historical shift from roll to codex, complicated methods of inscribing the bilingual papyri, and the new realization that several of the longest extant handbooks are clearly compilations of two or more shorter handbooks, which may have come from different places.

Christopher A. Faraone is Edward Olson Professor of Classics at the University of Chicago. Sofía Torallas Tovar is Professor of Classics and Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations at the University of Chicago.
Reciprocity, Truth, and Gender in Pindar and Aeschylus

Arum Park

How Pindar and Aeschylus—in distinct but complementary ways—treat the concepts of reciprocity, truth, and gender as interlocked and intertwined

The book accomplishes three aims: first, it shows that Pindar and Aeschylus frame their poetry using similar principles of reciprocity; second, it demonstrates that each poet depicts truth in a way that is specific to those reciprocity principles; and finally, it illustrates how their depictions of gender are shaped by this intertwining of truth and reciprocity. By using Pindar and Aeschylus as case studies, the book provides a window into their dynamic and interactive poetic world, a world in which ostensibly dissimilar poets and genres actually have much more in common than we might think.

Arum Park is Assistant Professor of Classics at the University of Arizona.

Lucian’s Laughing Gods

Religion, Philosophy, and Popular Culture in the Roman East

Inger N.I. Kuin

The first English-language monograph about religion and Lucian of Samosata

This book contextualizes Lucian’s comedic performances in the intellectual life of the second century CE Roman East broadly, including philosophy, early Christian thought, and popular culture (dance, fables, standard jokes, etc.). His texts are analyzed as providing a window onto non-elite attitudes and experiences, and methodologies from religious studies and the sociology of religion are used to conceptualize Lucian’s engagement with the religiosity of his contemporaries.

Inger N. I. Kuin is Assistant Professor of Classics at the University of Virginia.
Stock Characters Speaking
*Eight Libanian Declamations Introduced and Translated*
Robert J. Penella

A translation of eight declamations written by or ascribed to Libanius, fourth-century CE sophist of Antioch

Declamations were composed and orally delivered in the Roman Empire by sophists, or teachers of rhetoric, of whom the Greek-speaking Libanius was one of the most distinguished. Stock Characters Speaking may be thought of as emerging from three developments of recent decades: an explosive interest in late antiquity, a newly sympathetic interest in rhetoric (including ancient declamation), and a desire to bring Libanius’ massive corpus into English and other modern languages.

Robert J. Penella is Emeritus Professor of Classics, Fordham University.

Golden Cynthia
*Essays on Propertius*
Sharon L. James, Editor

New approaches to the poetry of Propertius

The elegiac poet Propertius responds in his verse to the complex changes that Rome underwent in his period, taking on numerous topics including poetic and sexual rivalry, visual art, violence, inability to control the elusive mistress, imperialism, colonialism, civil war, the radical new shape of the Roman state under the new monarch Augustus, and more. These essays, by well-known scholars of Roman elegy, offer new ways of reading Propertius’ topics, attitudes, and poetics. This book explore topics including Propertian didacticism, dream interpretation, visual art and formalism, sex and violence, Roman imperialism and its connection to the elegiac puella, and Propertius’ engagement, in Book 4, with Vergil’s poetry.

Sharon L. James is Professor of Classics at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
NEW AND NOTABLE

**Dictator**
*The Evolution of the Roman Dictatorship*
Mark B. Wilson

The role and development of the Roman dictatorship over three centuries

6 x 9. 476pp. 1 illustration, 3 tables.

Hardcover 2021  Ebook 2021
978-0-472-13266-9  978-0-472-12920-1
$85.00 U.S.

**Ancient Latin Poetry Books**
*Materiality & Context*
Gabriel Nocchi Macedo

Presents the first comprehensive study of the oldest surviving physical manuscripts of Latin secular poetry

6 x 9. 320pp. 5 plates, 80 tables.

Hardcover 2021  NTAC
978-0-472-13239-3
$80.00

**Poetics of the First Punic War**
Thomas Biggs

Latin poetry’s place in the ever-changing landscape of ancient Roman memory

6 x 9. 264pp. 9 illustrations.

Hardcover 2020  Ebook 2020
978-0-472-13213-3  978-0-472-12713-9
$80.00

**Aristophanes’ Clouds**
*A Commentary*
S. Douglas Olson

A new text and commentary on one of Aristophanes’ greatest and most influential plays

6 x 9. 274pp.

Hardcover 2021  Paper 2021  MCC
978-0-472-07477-8  978-0-472-05477-0
$75.00  $29.95
NEW AND NOTABLE

**Confiscation or Coexistence**  
*Egyptian Temples in the Age of Augustus*  
Andrew Connor

A new interpretation of the administrative restructuring of lands held by temples in Roman Egypt  
6 x 9. 238pp. 5 illustrations.  
Hardcover 2022 978-0-472-13322-2  
Ebook 2022 978-0-472-22065-6  
$75.00  
NTAC

**Christians and Muslims in Early Islamic Egypt**  
*Volume 56*  
Lajos Berkes, Editor

Explores the relationship of Christians and Muslims in everyday life in Early Islamic Egypt (642–10th c.)  
8.5 x 11. 224pp. 33 illustrations.  
Hardcover 2022 978-0-9799758-9-9  
Ebook 2022 978-0-9799758-1-3  
$85.00  
ASP

**Amor belli**  
*Love and Strife in Lucan’s Bellum Civile*  
Giulio Celotto

Examines Lucan’s literary adaptation of the cosmological dialectic of Love and Strife  
6 x 9. 256pp.  
Hardcover 2022 978-0-472-13287-4  
Ebook 2022 978-0-472-12972-0  
$75.00

**Contested Pasts**  
*A Determinist History of Alexander the Great in the Roman Empire*  
Jennifer Finn

A fresh approach to the Roman imperial tradition on Alexander the Great  
6 x 9. 264pp. 4 illustrations.  
Hardcover 2022 978-0-472-13303-1  
Ebook 2022 978-0-472-22010-6  
$70.00
NEW AND NOTABLE

The Scent of Ancient Magic
Britta K. Ager

Examines the complex association of the sense of smell and the supernatural in classical antiquity
6 x 9. 248pp.
Hardcover 2022 Ebook 2022
978-0-472-13302-4 978-0-472-22007-6
$80.00

Discourse, Knowledge, and Power in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses
Evelyn Adkins

The first in-depth examination of speech and discourse as tools of characterization in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses
6 x 9. 296pp.
Hardcover 2022 Ebook 2022
978-0-472-13305-5 978-0-472-22013-7
$80.00

Aeneas
Lee T. Pearcy

An exploration into the elusive, and sometimes unlikable, hero of Rome’s most important poem
6 x 9. 236pp.
978-0-472-07490-7 978-0-472-05490-9 978-0-472-12903-4
$85.00 $34.95

Bombing Pompeii
World Heritage & Military Necessity
Nigel Pollard

A timely analysis of the bombing of Pompeii in 1943 and the importance of protecting world heritage sites
6 x 9. 340pp. 35 illustrations, 10 tables.
Hardcover 2020 Ebook 2020
978-0-472-13220-1 978-0-472-12729-0
$54.95
NEW IN PAPERBACK

**Vergil’s Aeneid and the Roman Self**  
*Subject and Nation in Literary Discourse*  
Yasmin Syed

Reading the *Aeneid* as the central text of Roman literary education, Yasmin Syed investigates the poem’s power to shape Roman notions of self and cultural identity  
Hardcover 2004  
Paper 2022  
Ebook 2010  
978-0-472-11432-0  
978-0-472-03916-6  
978-0-472-02569-5  
$89.95  
$29.95

**The Lion’s Ear**  
*Pope Leo X, the Renaissance Papacy, and Music*  
Anthony M. Cummings

The first book on Pope Leo X’s musical patronage in Renaissance Italy  
6 x 9. 328pp. 34 images and 12 musical examples.  
Hardcover 2012  
Paper 2022  
978-0-472-11791-8  
978-0-472-03893-0  
$84.95  
$34.95

**The Celebration of Death in Contemporary Culture**  
Dina Khapaeva

Popular culture has reimagined death as entertainment and monsters as heroes, reflecting a profound contempt for the human race  
6 x 9. 264pp. 5 halftones.  
Hardcover 2017  
Paper 2022  
Ebook 2017  
978-0-472-13026-9  
978-0-472-03894-7  
978-0-472-12262-2  
$65.00  
$29.95

**The Political Biographies of Cornelius Nepos**  
Rex Stem

Presents Nepos as a thinker in his own right  
6 x 9. 304pp.  
Hardcover 2012  
Paper 2021  
Ebook 2012  
978-0-472-11838-0  
978-0-472-03880-0  
978-0-472-02848-1  
$75.00  
$29.95
Quantifying Mentalities
*The Use of Numbers by Ancient Greek Historians*
Catherine Rubincam
Groundbreaking study of numbers in the works of five major ancient Greek historians
7 x 10. 338pp. 133 tables.
Hardcover 2021 978-0-472-13240-9  $95.00 U.S.
Ebook 2021 978-0-472-12861-7

Getting Rich in Late Antique Egypt
Ryan E. McConnell
A nuanced examination that illuminates the Apion estate’s economic structure and addresses how the family generated such wealth
6 x 9. 152pp. 1 table, 2 figures.
Hardcover 2017 978-0-472-13038-2  $65.00
Ebook 2017 978-0-472-12291-2  NTAC

The Law of Ancient Athens
David D. Phillips
Contains the principal literary and epigraphical sources, in English, for Athenian law in the Archaic and Classical periods, from the first known historical trial to the fall of the democracy in 322 BCE.
6 x 9. 558pp.
Hardcover 2013 978-0-472-11887-8  $95.00
Paper 2013 978-0-472-03591-5  $51.95
Ebook 2013 978-0-472-02926-6  LSAW

Sardonic Smile
*Nonverbal Behavior in Homeric Epic*
Donald Lateiner
Homeric posturing, Homeric expression
6 x 9. 368pp.
Paper 1998 978-0-472-08490-6  $51.95
The Birth of the Archive
*A History of Knowledge*
Markus Friedrich, translated by John Noël Dillon

The dynamic but little-known story of how archives came to shape and be shaped by European culture and society

6 x 9. 296pp. 20 illustrations.

Hardcover 2018  
978-0-472-13187-7  
$75.00

Ebook 2018  
978-0-472-12662-0

History, Medicine, and the Traditions of Renaissance Learning
Nancy G. Siraisi

A groundbreaking study of connections, parallels, and mutual interaction between two critical disciplines—medicine and history—in 15th- to 17th-century Europe

6 x 9. 456pp. 7 figures.

Hardcover 2007  
978-0-472-11602-7  
$95.00

Paper 2019  
978-0-472-03746-9  
$44.95

Ebook 2010  
978-0-472-02548-0

Engaging Classical Texts in the Contemporary World
*From Narratology to Reception*
Louise Pratt and C. Michael Sampson, Editors

Fresh approaches to ancient texts reveal new resonances with the contemporary world

6 x 9. 304pp. 6 illustrations.

Hardcover 2018  
978-0-472-13108-2  
$80.00

Ebook 2018  
978-0-472-12442-8

Following Chaucer
*Offices of the Active Life*
Lynn Staley

Understanding the relationship between individuals and their communities in the works of Chaucer and Cicero

6 x 9. 272pp. 6 illustrations.

Hardcover 2020  
978-0-472-13187-7  
$75.00

Ebook 2020  
978-0-472-12662-0
Classical Studies

Classics, the Culture Wars, and Beyond
Eric Adler
“…an accessible and assiduously even-handed study of a contentious period.” —Bryn Mawr Classical Review
6 x 9. 304pp. 3 tables, 2 figures.
Hardcover 2016 978-0-472-13015-3 $75.00
Ebook 2016 978-0-472-12240-0
Pompeii’s Living Statues
Ancient Roman Lives Stolen from Death
Eugene Dwyer
An intriguing look at contemporary views regarding the plaster casts of victims from Mt. Vesuvius’ eruption
6 x 9. 200pp. 49 B&W images, 1 map, 1 diagram.
Hardcover 2010 978-0-472-11727-7 $55.00
Paper 2013 978-0-472-03550-2 $28.95
Laughing Atoms, Laughing Matter
Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura and Satire
T. H. M. Gellar-Goad
Unexpected satire in a classic philosophical text
6 x 9. 290pp. 2 tables.
Hardcover 2020 978-0-472-13180-8 $85.00
Ebook 2020 978-0-472-12653-8
Making Men Ridiculous
Juvenal and the Anxieties of the Individual
Christopher Nappa
Barbed and vivid details in Juvenal’s satiric poetry reveal a highly complex critique of the breakdown of traditional Roman values
6 x 9. 236pp.
Hardcover 2017 978-0-472-13066-5 $75.00
Ebook 2017 978-0-472-12350-6
Foodways in Roman Republican Italy
Laura M. Banducci

Uncovering Roman Republican life through food
6 x 9. 366pp. 78 illustrations, 14 tables.

Hardcover 2021 978-0-472-13230-0 978-0-472-12838-9 $85.00

Roman Artists, Patrons, and Public Consumption
Familiar Works Reconsidered
Brenda Longfellow and Ellen E. Perry, Editors

Nuanced interpretations of Roman art that look at different kinds of social knowledge and local contexts
6 x 9, 280 pages, 45 B&W images, 19 color images, 2 tables

Hardcover 2018 978-0-472-13065-8 978-0-472-12349-0 $75.00

The Afterlife of Greek and Roman Sculpture
Late Antique Responses and Practices
Troels Myrup Kristensen and Lea Stirling, Editors

A landmark volume on the uses and reuses of statuary in late antiquity
6 x 9. 432pp. 91 images and 1 table.

Hardcover 2016 978-0-472-11969-1 978-0-472-12182-3 $85.00

Portraits of the Vestal Virgins, Priestesses of Ancient Rome
Molly M. Lindner

Examines portraits of Rome’s Vestal Virgins as artistic documents and political vehicles
6 x 9. 318pp. 87 B&W photographs, 2 tables.

Hardcover 2015 978-0-472-11895-3 $95.00
**Theoretical Approaches to the Archaeology of Ancient Greece**  
*Manipulating Material Culture*  
Lisa C. Nevett, Editor

Employs a new theoretical approach toward ancient Greek material culture  
6 x 9. 338pp. 46 figures, 9 tables.  
Hardcover 2017  
978-0-472-13023-8  
$85.00  
Ebook 2017  
978-0-472-12253-0

---

**The Isthmus of Corinth**  
*Crossroads of the Mediterranean World*  
David K. Pettegrew

New interpretations of Roman and Greek interactions on the Isthmus of Corinth  
6 x 9. 290pp. 25 images, 22 figures, 6 tables.  
Hardcover 2016  
978-0-472-11984-4  
$85.00  
Ebook 2016  
978-0-472-12185-4

---

**Breaking Ground**  
*Pioneering Women Archaeologists*  
Getzel M. Cohen and Martha Sharp Joukowsky, Editors

Biographies of twelve often-overlooked women archaeologists  
6.125 x 9.25. 616pp. 1 drawing, 9 maps, 47 B&W images.  
Hardcover 2004  
978-0-472-11372-9  
$95.00  
Paper 2006  
978-0-472-03174-0  
$38.95  
Ebook 2010  
978-0-472-02536-7

---

**Cosa and the Colonial Landscape of Republican Italy (Third and Second Centuries BCE)**  
Andrea U. De Giorgi, Editor

Probes evidence of the rising hegemony that became Rome  
6 x 9. 310pp. 62 illustrations, 2 tables.  
Hardcover 2019  
978-0-472-13154-9  
$70.00  
Ebook 2019  
978-0-472-12595-1
The Invention of Coinage and the Monetization of Ancient Greece
David M. Schaps

Reveals how the concept of money did not materialize until the invention of Greek coinage
6 x 9. 312pp. 13 B&W images.

978-0-472-11333-0  978-0-472-03640-0  978-0-472-02533-6
$90.00  $34.95

Papyri from Karanis
The Granary C123
W. Graham Claytor and Arthur Verhoogt, Editors

An examination in context of important materials from Roman Karanis
8.5 x 11. 216pp. 75 images, 9 tables.

Hardcover 2018  Ebook 2018
978-0-472-13087-0  978-0-472-12397-1
$95.00  MP

Heroic Offerings
The Terracotta Plaques from the Spartan Sanctuary of Agamemnon and Kassandra
Gina Salapata

The first in-depth study of the terracotta plaques from the sanctuary of Agamemnon and Kassandra at Amyklai
6 x 9. 432pp. 74 B&W images, 3 maps.

Hardcover 2015  Ebook 2015
978-0-472-11916-5  978-0-472-02986-0
$88.00

Recording Village Life
A Coptic Scribe in Early Islamic Egypt
Jennifer A. Cromwell

An engrossing study of literacy and the scribal economy at the village level
6 x 9. 320pp. 6 tables, 34 figures.

Hardcover 2017  Ebook 2017
978-0-472-13048-1  978-0-472-12311-7
$90.00  NTAC
Volumes in the Michigan Classical Commentaries series contain a short introduction to the ancient work, the full relevant Greek or Latin text, the commentary itself, and ancillary materials such as maps, tables, or images as needed.

**Series Editors:** Josiah Osgood, Georgetown University; K. Sara Myers, University of Virginia; Alexander Sens, Georgetown University

---

**A Student Commentary on Plato’s Euthyphro**  
Charles Platter  
One of Plato’s most famous works, now ready for the classroom  
6 x 9. 122pp.  
Hardcover 2019 | 9780472074437 | $70.00  
Paper 2019 | 9780472054329 | $29.95  
MCC

---

**A Commentary on Cicero, De Divinatione II**  
Andrew R. Dyck  
Cicero’s text on Roman religion and divination is situated in antiquity, and its subsequent reception in later eras is examined  
6 x 9. 338pp. 1 figure.  
Hardcover July 2020 | 9780472074570 | $80.00  
Paper July 2020 | 9780472054572 | $29.95  
MCC

---

**A Commentary on Cicero, De Legibus**  
Andrew R. Dyck  
An incisive and long-needed update to scholarship on Cicero’s *de Legibus*  
6 x 9. 698pp. 1 line drawing.  
Hardcover May 2003 | 9780472113248 | $98.00

---

**A Commentary on Cicero, De Officiis**  
Andrew R. Dyck  
The first English commentary on *De Officiis* in a century  
Hardcover 1997 | 9780472107193 | $100.00

---

**A Commentary on Aristophanes’ Knights**  
Carl Arne Anderson and T. Keith Dix  
Hardcover May 2020 | 9780472074457 | $80.00  
Paper May 2020 | 9780472054459 | $29.95

---

**Reading Medieval Latin with the Legend of Barlaam and Josaphat**  
Donka D. Markus  
Hardcover 2018 | 9780472073849 | $75.00  
Paper 2018, 9780472053841 | $27.95

---

**Plautus’ Poenulus: A Student Commentary**  
Erin K. Moodie  
Hardcover 2015 | 9780472197077 | $75.00  
Paper 2015 | 9780472036424 | $27.95

---

**A Student Commentary on Pausanias Book 1**  
Patrick Paul Hogan  
Hardcover 2014 | 9780472072101 | $75.00  
Paper 2014 | 9780472052103 | $29.95

---

**A Student Commentary on Pausanias Book 2**  
Patrick Paul Hogan  
Hardcover 2018 | 9780472073986 | $75.00  
Paper 2018 | 9780472053988 | $29.95

---

**A Commentary on Cicero, De Divinatione I**  
Celia E. Schultz  
Cicero’s text on Roman religion and divination is situated in antiquity, and its subsequent reception in later eras is examined  
6 x 9. 338pp. 1 figure.  
Hardcover July 2020 | 9780472074570 | $80.00  
Paper July 2020 | 9780472054572 | $29.95  
MCC
Thomas Spencer Jerome endowed a series of lectures that are jointly administered by the University of Michigan and the American Academy in Rome. The lectures are delivered at both institutions.

**Commerce with the Classics**  
*Ancient Books and Renaissance Readers*  
Anthony Grafton  
6 x 9. 264pp. 6 photographs.  
Paper 2020 | 9780472034383 | $40.95  
*TSJL*

**Space, Geography, and Politics in the Early Roman Empire**  
Claude Nicolet  
6 x 9. 276pp. 56 images.  
Hardcover 1991 | 9780472100965 | $80.00  
Paper 2015 | 9780472036235 | $40.95  
*TSJL*

**Speaking Ruins**  
*Piranesi, Architects, and Antiquity in Eighteenth-Century Rome*  
John A. Pinto  
6 x 9. 352pp. 192 images; 162 B&W, 30 color.  
Hardcover 2012 | 9780472118212 | $70.00  
*TSJL*

**The Power of Images in the Age of Augustus**  
Paul Zanker; translated by Alan Shapiro  
6 x 9. 400pp. 324 B&W photographs, 11 maps, 16 drawings.  
Paper 1990 | 9780472081240 | $28.95  
*TSJL*

**The Crowd in Rome in the Late Republic**  
Fergus Millar  
6 x 9. 256pp. 2 images.  
Hardcover 1998 | 9780472108923 | $83.00  
Paper 1998 | 9780472088782 | $30.95  
*TSJL*

**Roman Voting Assemblies**  
*From the Hannibalic War to the Dictatorship of Caesar*  
Lily Ross Taylor  
6 x 9. 194pp. 11 photographs.  
Paper 1991 | 9780472081257 | $25.95  
*TSJL*

**Discovering the Greek Countryside at Metaponto**  
Joseph Coleman Carter  
7 x 10. 320pp. 14 B&W photographs, 156 color photographs, 23 drawings, 12 charts, 58 maps.  
Hardcover 2006 | 9780472114771 | $95.00  
*TSJL*

**Hellenism in Late Antiquity**  
G.W. Bowersock  
*Winner of the JH Breasted Prize from the AHA!*  
6 x 9. 132pp. 14 color and 2 B&W photographs.  
Paper 1996 | 9780472064182 | $27.95  
*TSJL*
Making Money in Ancient Athens
Michael Leese
Explores how ancient Athenians made economic decisions
6 x 9. 278pp.
Hardcover 2021 978-0-472-13276-8
$85.00
Ebook 2021 978-0-472-12944-7

A Catalogue of Greek Manuscripts at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (Volume 1)
Nadezhda Kavrus-Hoffmann with the collaboration of Pablo Alvarez
Cataloging the largest of collection of Greek manuscripts in America. Winner, 2022 University of Michigan Press Book Prize!
8.5 x 11. 356pp. 136 plates.
Hardcover 2021 978-0-472-13189-1
$99.00 U.S.
Ebook 2021 978-0-472-12665-1

Lyric Poetry and Social Identity in Archaic Greece
Jessica M. Romney
A thoughtful consideration of the poems and people in the performance space that was the Archaic Greek symposium
6 x 9.264pp.
Hardcover 2020 978-0-472-12659-0
$75.00 U.S.

Grief and the Hero
The Futility of Longing in the Iliad
Emily P. Austin
A new understanding of Achilles’ grief for Patroklos in the Iliad
6 x 9. 208pp.
Hardcover 2021 978-0-472-13232-4
$70.00
Ebook 2021 978-0-472-12846-4
Adoption, Memory, and Cold War Greece
Kid pro quo?
Gonda Van Steen

Reveals the history of how 3,000 Greek children were shipped to the United States for adoption in the postwar period

6 x 9. 350pp. 18 illustrations; 1 table.

978-0-472-13158-7  978-0-472-03881-7  978-0-472-12606-4
$75.00  $39.95  $75.00

A Family of Gods
The Worship of the Imperial Family in the Latin West
Gwynaeth McIntyre

Important examination of Roman imperial power structure

6 x 9. 192pp. 6 tables.

978-0-472-13005-4  978-0-472-12218-9
$60.00  SHSCC

The Best of the Grammarians
Aristarchus of Samothrace on the Iliad
Francesca Schironi

A landmark study of the emergence of Alexandrian and classical philology. Winner of Charles J. Goodwin Award of Merit by the Society for Classical Studies!

6 x 9. 784pp.

Hardcover 2018  Ebook 2018
978-0-472-13076-4  978-0-472-12366-7
$154.95

Antisthenes of Athens
Texts, Translations, and Commentary
Susan H. Prince

Antisthenes’ Homeric criticism is examined in depth for the first time

6 x 9. 784pp.

Hardcover 2015  Ebook 2015
978-0-472-11934-9  978-0-472-12061-1
$130.00
The Medieval Postcolonial Jew, In and Out of Time

Miriamne Ara Krummel

Confronts the fraught temporal dissonances that are written into the structure of sacred Jewish and Christian time

6 x 9. 296pp.

Hardcover 2022 978-0-472-13237-9 $85.00
Ebook 2022 978-0-472-12859-4

Trial by Farce

A Dozen Medieval French Comedies in English for the Modern Stage

Edited and Translated by Jody Enders

In the Middle Ages as now, the search for justice can make for high drama—or low drama—as in these hilarious French legal farces in translation

6 x 9. 408pp. 9 illustrations.

Hardcover Mar 2023 978-0-472-07585-0 $95.00
Paper Mar 2023 978-0-472-05585-2 $44.95
OA Ebook Mar 2023 978-0-472-90317-7

Imagining Iberia in English and Castilian

Medieval Romance

Emily Houlik-Ritchey

An innovative comparative study of Middle English and medieval Castilian romance

6 x 9. 250pp.

Hardcover Feb 2023 978-0-472-13335-2 $75.00
Open Access Feb 2023 978-0-472-90355-9

The Apocalypse in Reformation Nuremberg

Jews and Turks in Andreas Osiander’s World

Andrew L. Thomas

Illuminates the impact of Jews and Turks on the life and work of influential reformer Andreas Osiander

6 x 9. 380pp. 8 illustrations.

Hardcover 2022 978-0-472-13320-8 $85.00
While Rome Burned
*Fire, Leadership, and Urban Disaster in the Roman Cultural Imagination*
Virginia M. Closs

Explores the intersection of fire and politics in the literature of Rome

6 x 9. 362pp. 2 illustrations.

Hardcover 2020  Ebook 2020
978-0-472-13190-7  978-0-472-12666-8
$80.00 U.S.

Cornelius Nepos
*A Study in the Evidence and Influence*
John Alexander Lobur

Seeks to fully rehabilitate Nepos as a writer emblematic of the Italian intelligentsia

6 x 9. 320pp. 1 table.

Hardcover 2021  Ebook 2021
978-0-472-13274-4  978-0-472-12938-6
$80.00

Domitian’s Rome and the Augustan Legacy
Edited by Raymond Marks and Marcello Mogetta

Combines material and literary cultural approaches to the study of the reception of Augustus and his age during the reign of the emperor Domitian

6 x 9. 330pp. 31 illustrations.

Hardcover 2021  Ebook 2021
978-0-472-13267-6  978-0-472-12923-2
$80.00 U.S.

The Life of Comedy after the Death of Plautus and Terence
Mathias Hanses

A novel study of the popularity of Roman comedies well into the second century CE

6 x 9. 426pp. 8 illustrations.

Hardcover 2020  Ebook 2020
978-0-472-13225-6  978-0-472-12810-5
$85.00
The Discovery of the Fact
Clifford Ando and William P. Sullivan, Editors
Lively investigation of the role of legal institutions in shaping notions of fact from classical Greece and Roman, and beyond
Hardcover 2020
978-0-472-13188-4  $75.00
Ebook 2020
978-0-472-12664-4

Ceremony and Power
Performing Politics in Rome between Republic and Empire
Geoffrey S. Sumi
Analyzes the relationship between political power and public ceremonial in the period between Julius Caesar and the first emperor Augustus
6 x 9. 378pp. 4 maps.
Hardcover 2005 | 9780472115174 $93.00
Paper 2015 | 9780472036660 | $45.95
Ebook 2010 | 9780472025923

The Laws of the Roman People
Public Law in the Expansion and Decline of the Roman Republic
Callie Williamson
Winner of the JH Breasted Prize from the AHA!
6 x 9. 534pp. 40 tables, 4 maps.
Hardcover 2005 | 9780472110537 $95.00
Paper 2015 | 9780472036615 | $44.95
Ebook 2010 | 9780472025428

Ushering in a New Republic
Theologies of Arrival at Rome in the First Century BCE
Trevor S. Luke
Exploring the theological framing of Republican leaders’ arrivals in Rome
6 x 9. 340pp. 1 map, 5 images.
Hardcover 2014 | 9780472072224 $85.00
Paper 2014 | 9780472052226 | $50.95
Ebook 2014 | 9780472120383

The Republican Aventine
and Rome’s Social Order
Lisa Marie Mignone
A new consideration of life on the Republican-era Aventine Hill uncovers a diverse urban landscape
6 x 9. 264pp. 12 figures, 2 tables.
Hardcover 2016 | 9780472119882 $70.00
Ebook 2016 | 9780472121939
**Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome, Vol. 66**
Sinclair Bell, Editor

Contains essays on a range of subjects in the humanities, drawn from the disciplines represented in the Academy’s School of Classical Studies, including archaeology, ancient studies, Greek and Latin literature, history of art, and medieval and modern Italian studies

Open Access 2021 | 978-1-879-54926-3

Read more at: [www.jstor.org/journal/memoameracadrome](http://www.jstor.org/journal/memoameracadrome)

---

**Cosa**

*The Sculpture and Furnishings in Stone and Marble*

Jacquelyn Collins-Clinton

Surveys the beautiful but functional marbles from Roman Cosa

8.5 x 11. 351 figures (including 6 color plates), 6 tables.

Hardcover 2020
978-0-472-13159-4
$125.00

Ebook 2020
978-0-472-12611-8

SMAAR

---

**Cosa**

*The Roman and Greek Amphoras*

Elizabeth Lyding Will and Kathleen Warner Slane

A long-awaited study of amphoras from the Roman Republican colony of Cosa

8.5 x 11. 304pp. 75 illustrations.

Hardcover 2019
978-0-472-13143-3
$90.00

Ebook 2019
978-0-472-12561-6

SMAAR

---

**RECENT VOLUMES: MEMOIRS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY IN ROME**

**Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome, Vol. 65**
Sinclair Bell, editor

Open Access 2020 | 9781879549263

---

**Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome, Vol. 63/64**
Sinclair Bell, editor

Hardcover 2020 | 9781879549043 | $75.00

---

**Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome, Vol. 62**
Kimberly Bowes and William Tronzo, Editors

Hardcover 2018 | 9781879549241 | $75.00
American Studies in Papyrology is the flagship book series for the American Society of Papyrologists. Monographs in the series include not only editions of papyri and ostraca—literary, subliterary, and documentary; Greek, Coptic, and otherwise—but also the various histories that can be written from the study of papyrological texts. Scholars interested in publishing in the series should email the series editor, Prof. Sofía Torallas Tovar, sofia.t@uchicago.edu.

Yale Papyri in the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library IV
Volume 55
Hélène Cuvigny, Ruth Duttenhöfer, Ann Ellis Hanson, editors
Examines a group of papyri held at Yale's rare book library, the Beinecke
8.5 x 11. 368pp. 54 illustrations, 17 tables.
Hardcover 2021 | 9781954731004 | $90.00
Ebook 2021 | 9781954731011

Christians and Muslims in Early Islamic Egypt
Volume 56
Lajos Berkes, Editor
Greek, Coptic, and Arabic papyri reveal interreligious life in Egypt from the Byzantine to Islamic periods
8.5 x 11. 224pp. 33 illustrations.
Hardcover 2022 | 9780979975899 | $85.00
Ebook 2022 | 9780979975813

Ostraka and Other Inscribed Material from Bir Shawish, Small Oasis
Marek Dospěl
Hardcover 2020 | 9780979975875 | $85.00
Ebook 2020 | 9780979975882

Papyrological Texts in Honor of Roger S. Bagnall
Rodney Ast, Hélène Cuvigny, and Todd Hickey
Hardcover 2013 | 9780979975868 | $69.95

The New Epigrams of Palladas
Kevin Wilkinson
Hardcover 2013 | 9780979975851 | $50.00

A Sixth-Century Tax Register from the Hermopolite Nome
Roger S. Bagnall, James G. Keenan, and Leslie MacCoull
Hardcover 2011 | 9780979975844 | $50.00

A Prosopography of Byzantine Aphrodito
Giovanni Ruffini
Hardcover 2011 | 9780979975820 | $84.99

A Transportation Archive from Fourth-Century Oxyrhynchus
P. J. Sijpesteijn, Klaas Worp, and Traianos Gagos
Hardcover 2011 | 9780979975837 | $45.00

To Mega BiblIon
Francesca Schironi
Hardcover 2010 | 9780979975806 | $88.00

Essays and Texts in Honor of J. David Thomas
Traianos Gagos and Roger S. Bagnall
Hardcover 2001 | 9780970059130 | $65.00

Columbia Papyri IX: The Vestis Miltaris Codex
Jennifer Sheridan
Hardcover 1998 | 9780788504464 | $44.95
Fulcrum is a leading community-developed, open source platform for digital scholarship developed with support from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Fulcrum offers users the ability to read books with associated digital enhancements, such as: 3-D models, embedded audio, video, and databases; zoomable online images, and interactive media.

BAR PUBLISHING
Learn more at barpublishing.com/digital.html

With over 3,100 titles, BAR Publishing offers the largest series of academic archaeology titles in the world, covering all geographic regions and time periods. Now, for the first time, this vast body of archaeological data becomes searchable in a wholly new way creating exciting possibilities and connections for your research faculty.

The collection encompasses all periods from prehistory, through classical archaeology, to 20th century archaeology around the globe. These are presented in data rich monographs, edited collections of paper, excavation and site reports and conference proceedings.

ACLS HUMANITIES EBOOK
Explore the collection: fulcrum.org/heb
Learn more: www.humanitiesebook.org

The American Council of Learned Societies Humanities Ebook Collection (ACLS HEB) is a collection of over 5,700 scholarly books, from over 125 publishers, sold as a subscription package to over 800 library subscribers. ACLS HEB is a collection curated by scholars for scholars; members of ACLS learned societies nominate books for inclusion, and Michigan Publishing licenses them and pays royalties to contributing publishers.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS EBOOK COLLECTION
Explore the collection: fulcrum.org/michigan
Learn more: ebc.press.umich.edu

The University of Michigan Press Ebook Collection (UMP EBC) is a comprehensive collection of over 1,800 of the University of Michigan Press’s scholarly ebooks for sale to libraries. The Press adds at least 80 titles annually and continues to add titles to the backlist. Since January 2021, the Press has been transitioning to an open access monograph model termed Fund to Mission.
The Oplontis Project
John R. Clarke, Michael L. Thomas, and Nayla K. Muntasser

Stunning images and a long-awaited database for this one-of-a-kind site
Available open access at hdl.handle.net/2027/heb.990048

The mission of the Oplontis Project is to conduct a systematic, multidisciplinary study of Villa A (“of Poppaea”) and Villa B (“of Lucius Crassius Tertius”) at Oplontis (Torre Annunziata, Italy). Under the direction of John R. Clarke and Michael L. Thomas of the University of Texas at Austin and in collaboration with the Soprintendenza Speciale per i Beni Archeologici di Napoli e Pompei, an international team of scholars is working to publish a definitive studies of all aspects of these sites. Publication will be “born digital” within the Humanities E-Book Series of the American Council of Learned Societies. Further documentation, in the form of fully navigable 3D models and a comprehensive database, will be available for further study.

A Cemetery and Quarry from Imperial Gabii
Laura M. Banducci and Anna Gallone (Editors)

Interactive 3-D model, with GIS line-drawings and aerial photographs

Online Resource Nov 2021
978-0-472-99906-4
Available open access at doi.org/10.3998/mpub.11885571

Since 2009, the Gabii Project, an international archaeological initiative led by Nicola Terrenato and the University of Michigan, has been investigating the ancient Latin town of Gabii, which was both a neighbor of, and a rival to, Rome in the first millennium BC. In this volume, editors Laura M. Banducci and Anna Gallone highlight the close but sometimes tense relationship between where people live, work, trade, and bury their dead. Assembled in an innovative digital format, the story of the site is presented three times in a “layered” structure. The volume is beautifully illustrated with traditional photographs and drawings.

A Mid-Republican House from Gabii
Rachel Opitz, Marcello Mogetta, and Nicola Terrenato, Editors

Interactive 3-D model, 86 figures, 28 tables, full database of artifacts

Online Resource 2016
978-0-472-99900-2
Available open access at doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9231782

This publication focuses on the construction, inhabitation, and repurposing of a private home at Gabii. The remains of the house provide new information on the architecture and organization of domestic space in this period, adding to a limited corpus of well-dated examples. The Gabii Project is supported by generous grants from the University of Michigan, the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology, the National Endowment for the Humanities, FIAT-Chrysler, the National Geographic Society, the Loeb Classical Library Foundation, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and several private donors.
FOR THE CLASSROOM

A Casebook on Roman Water Law
Cynthia Jordan Bannon
Engaging study of key issues in Roman water regulation from legal and environmental history, both ancient and modern.
6 x 9. 304pp. 7 B&W illustrations.
Hardcover 2020 | 9780472132072 $80.00
Paper 2020 | 9780472037865 | $34.95

Hellenistic Poetry
A Selection
David Sider, Editor
A major new collection of use to all students and scholars working on Hellenistic Greek poetry
6 x 9. 600pp. 5 illustrations.
Hardcover 2016 | 9780472073139 | $90.00
Paper 2016 | 9780472053131 | $50.50

Four Comedies
Aristophanes, Edited by William Arrowsmith
Paper 1969 | 9780472061525 | $15.95

Three Comedies
Aristophanes, Edited by William Arrowsmith
Paper 1969 | 9780472061532 | $15.95

Poetics
Aristotle, translated with an Introduction by Gerald F. Else
Paper 1967 | 9780472061662 | $14.95

Thucydides Book I: A Students’ Grammatical Commentary
H. D. Cameron
Hardcover 2003 | 9780472098477 | $70.00
Paper 2003 | 9780472068470 | $29.95

The Context of Ancient Drama
Eric Csapo and William J. Slater
Paper 1995 | 9780472082759 | $39.95

Roman Art in the Private Sphere, 2nd Edition
Elaine K. Gazda, Editor
Paper 2010 | 9780472034390 | $53.95

The Works and Days; Theogony; The Shield of Herakles
Hesiod; Translated with an Introduction by Richmond Lattimore
Paper 1991 | 9780472081615 | $16.95

A Historical Commentary on Thucydides
David Cartwright
Paper 1997 | 9780472084197 | $34.95

Life in Egypt under Roman Rule, Volume 1
Naphtali Lewis
Paper 2001 | 9780788505607 | $19.95

Greeks in Ptolemaic Egypt, Volume 2
Naphtali Lewis
Paper 2010 | 9780970059123 | $19.95

Early Greek Lyric Poetry
Translated with Commentary by David Mulroy
Paper 1999 | 9780472086061 | $27.95

Poems from the Greek Anthology, Expanded Edition
Translated, with a Foreword, by Kenneth Rexroth; New Introduction by David Mulroy
Paper 1999 | 9780472086085 | $20.95

Pomponius Mela’s Description of the World
F. E. Romer
Paper 1998 | 9780472084524 | $39.95

The March Up Country: A Translation of Xenophon’s Anabasis
Translated by W. H. D. Rouse
Paper 1958 | 9780472060955 | $19.95

True Names, New and Expanded Edition
James J. O’Hara
Paper 2016 | 9780472036875 | $39.95
The Earliest Romans
A Character Sketch
Ramsay MacMullen
An inviting exploration of Rome's founding centuries
6 x 9. 208pp. 11 B&W images.
Hardcover 2011 | 9780472117987 | $70.00
Paper 2013 | 9780472035786 | $29.95
Ebook 2011 | 9780472027798

The Age of Attila,
Revised Edition
Fifth-Century Byzantium and the Barbarians
C.D. Gordon, Foreword by Arthur E.R. Boak; Updated introduction and notes by David S. Potter
A classic brought back in print with an introduction and notes by David S. Potter
6 x 9. 284pp. 5 tables.
Paper 2013 | 9780472035786 | $26.95

Athens 415
The City in Crisis
Clara Shaw Hardy with translations by Robert B. Hardy
A detailed look for the classroom at one of the most significant events in Athens' history
6 x 9. 224pp. 2 illustrations.
Hardcover 2020 | 9780472074464 | $70.00
Paper 2020 | 9780472054466 | $29.95

Women's Letters from Ancient Egypt, 300 BC-AD 800
Roger S. Bagnall and Raffaella Cribiore
The private letters of ancient women in Egypt from Alexander the Great to the Arab conquest
6 x 9. 440pp. 32 B&W photographs.
Paper 2015 | 9780472036226 | $45.95
Ebook 2008 | 9780472020423

The Roman Community at Table during the Principate
New and Expanded Edition
John F. Donahue
A significantly updated examination of public feasts in the Rome empire
6 x 9. 394pp. 3 drawings, 12 images, 9 tables.
Paper 2017 | 978047213897 | $39.95
Ebook 2017 | 9780472123179

FOR THE CLASSROOM

Request an examination copy of our adoptable titles at press.umich.edu/examform.
Discarded, Discovered, Collected
The University of Michigan Papyrus Collection
Arthur Verhoogt
The first-ever history of Michigan’s celebrated collection of papyri offers nonspecialists an inviting encounter with the ancient world
6 x 9. 208pp. 64 photos, 5 charts.
Hardcover 2017 | 9780472073641 | $84.95
Paper 2017 | 9780472053643 | $39.95
Ebook 2013 | 9780472123162

Ovid’s Women of the Year
Narratives of Roman Identity in the Fasti
Angeline Chiu
Ovid’s “calendar girls” reveal what it means to be Roman
6 x 9. 220pp. 1 table.
Hardcover 2016 | 9780472130047 | $70.00
Ebook 2013 | 9780472122172

History after Liberty
Tacitus on Tyrants, Sycophants, and Republicans
Thomas E. Strunk
Examines Tacitus’ understanding of political liberty through his portrayals of Roman emperors and senators
Hardcover 2016 | 9780472130207 | $65.00
Ebook 2016 | 9780472122479

Corrupting Luxury in Ancient Greek Literature
Robert J. Gorman and Vanessa B. Gorman
Traces the principle that luxury corrupts its possessor, as seen through a millennium of Greek literature
6 x 9. 492pp. 2 tables.
Hardcover 2014 | 9780472072293 | $109.95
Paper 2014 | 9780472052295 | $60.95
Ebook 2014 | 9780472120468

Cicero’s Use of Judicial Theater
Jon Hall
Judicial theatrics in Roman courts
Hardcover 2014 | 9780472072200 | $89.95
Paper 2014 | 9780472052202 | $30.95
Ebook 2014 | 9780472120369

Treasure Map
A Guide to the Delian Inventories
Richard Hamilton
A peek at the gifts the Greeks offered to their gods
6 x 9. 496pp. 10 figures.
Paper 2015 | 9780472036288 | $45.95

Provincial Soldiers and Imperial Instability in the Histories of Tacitus
Jonathan Master
Considers what Tacitus’ presentation of provincial soldiers was intended to teach Roman imperial readers
6 x 9. 248pp.
Hardcover 2016 | 9780472119837 | $74.95
Ebook 2016 | 9780472121847

Kinesis
The Ancient Depiction of Gesture, Motion, and Emotion
Christina A. Clark, Edith Foster, and Judith P. Hallett, Editors
Considers the presentation of gesture in Greek and Latin literature
6 x 9. 336pp. 1 photo, 5 line drawings.
Hardcover 2015 | 9780472119592 | $89.95
Ebook 2015 | 9780472121168
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editors/Authors</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Topography of Violence in the Greco-Roman World</td>
<td>Werner Riess and Garrett G. Fagan, editors</td>
<td>Hardcover 2016</td>
<td>9780472119820</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2020</td>
<td>9780472038442</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2016</td>
<td>9780472121830</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miletos, the Ornament of Ionia</td>
<td>Vanessa B. Gorman</td>
<td>Hardcover 2001</td>
<td>9780472111992</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2020</td>
<td>9780472037773</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2020</td>
<td>9780472126927</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Unknown Odysseus</td>
<td>Thomas Van Nortwick</td>
<td>Hardcover 2008</td>
<td>9780472116737</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2020</td>
<td>9780472037797</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2010</td>
<td>9780472052513</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Sophocles: The Hero’s Evolution in Electra, Philoctetes, and Oedipus at Colonus</td>
<td>Thomas Van Nortwick</td>
<td>Hardcover 2015</td>
<td>9780472119561</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Open Access 2018</td>
<td>9780472901074</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Law, Ancient Society</td>
<td>Dennis P. Kehoe and Thomas A. J. McGinn, Eds</td>
<td>Hardcover 2017</td>
<td>9780472120325</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2017</td>
<td>978047203436</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciò’s Other Sons: Berossus and Manetho</td>
<td>John Dillery</td>
<td>Hardcover 2015</td>
<td>9780472072279</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2015</td>
<td>9780472052271</td>
<td>$50.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2015</td>
<td>9780472120451</td>
<td>$50.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsters and Monstrosity in Augustan Poetry</td>
<td>Dunstan Lowe</td>
<td>Hardcover 2015</td>
<td>9780472119516</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy of the Hellenistic and Roman Periods</td>
<td>B. H. McLean</td>
<td>Hardcover 2017</td>
<td>9780472120489</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Villain to Hero: Odysseus in Ancient Thought</td>
<td>Silvia Montiglio</td>
<td>Hardcover 2011</td>
<td>9780472117741</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2011</td>
<td>9780472027507</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical Spies</td>
<td>Susan Heuck Allen</td>
<td>Hardcover 2011</td>
<td>9780472117697</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2013</td>
<td>9780472035397</td>
<td>$38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2011</td>
<td>9780472027668</td>
<td>$38.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramesses III</td>
<td>Edited by Eric H. Cline and David O’Connor</td>
<td>Hardcover 2012</td>
<td>978047217604</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law and the Rural Economy in the Roman Empire</td>
<td>Dennis P. Kehoe</td>
<td>Hardcover 2007</td>
<td>9780472115822</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2010</td>
<td>9780472025350</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telling Wonders: Ethnographic and Political Discourse in the Work of Herodotus</td>
<td>Rosaria Munson</td>
<td>Hardcover 2001</td>
<td>978047212036</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2001</td>
<td>9780472088331</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2010</td>
<td>9780472111091</td>
<td>$93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Black Widows of the Eternal City: The True Story of Rome’s Most Infamous Poisoners</td>
<td>Craig A. Monson</td>
<td>Hardcover 2020</td>
<td>9780472132041</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2020</td>
<td>9780472037780</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Memory in Athenian Public Discourse</td>
<td>Bernd Steinbock</td>
<td>Hardcover 2012</td>
<td>9780472118328</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2020</td>
<td>9780472037780</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medieval Jerusalem: Forging an Islamic City in Spaces Sacred to Christians and Jews</td>
<td>Jacob Lassner</td>
<td>Hardcover 2017</td>
<td>9780472130368</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2017</td>
<td>9780472122868</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Obscenities: Their Nature and Use in the Ancient Greek and Roman Worlds</td>
<td>Dorota Dutsch and Ann Suter, Editors</td>
<td>Hardcover 2016</td>
<td>9780472196464</td>
<td>$93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traces of the Past: Classics between History and Archaeology</td>
<td>Karen Bassi</td>
<td>Hardcover 2016</td>
<td>9780472119929</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2016</td>
<td>9780472121960</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallowed Stewards: Solon and the Sacred Treasurers of Ancient Athens</td>
<td>William S. Bubelis</td>
<td>Hardcover 2016</td>
<td>9780472119424</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2016</td>
<td>9780472120574</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Life and Work of Francis Willey Kelsey</td>
<td>John Griffiths Pedley</td>
<td>Hardcover 2011</td>
<td>9780472118021</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2011</td>
<td>9780472028054</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguments with Silence</td>
<td>Amy Richlin</td>
<td>Hardcover 2014</td>
<td>9780472192577</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper 2014</td>
<td>9780472035922</td>
<td>$40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2014</td>
<td>9780472120130</td>
<td>$40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Humbliest Sparrow: The Poetry of Venantius Fortunatus</td>
<td>Michael Roberts</td>
<td>Hardcover 2009</td>
<td>9780472116836</td>
<td>$93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2010</td>
<td>9780472025206</td>
<td>$93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening to Homer</td>
<td>Ruth Scodel</td>
<td>Paper 2009</td>
<td>9780472033744</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2010</td>
<td>9780472026586</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardens and Neighbors: Private Water Rights in Roman Italy</td>
<td>Cynthia Jordan Bannon</td>
<td>Hardcover 2009</td>
<td>9780472033539</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebook 2009</td>
<td>9780472025640</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hellenistic Monarchies</td>
<td>Christian Habicht</td>
<td>Hardcover 2006</td>
<td>9780472111091</td>
<td>$93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amenhotep III: Perspectives on His Reign</td>
<td>David O’Connor and Eric H. Cline, Editors</td>
<td>Paper 2001</td>
<td>9780472088331</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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